


Innovation for Better Living

CityGrow develops innovative wireless smart home automation

solutions to fulfill clients’ requirements from all over the world.

Advanced technology harmonizes with seamless smart solutions,

enhances the ambience of every home environment and delivers great

satisfaction to client’s everyday life.
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Lighting Aesthetic

Lighting enhances aesthetic effects

and creates ambiance in interior

architecture. Brighten or dim the

lights, set up personalized lighting

scenes and adjust the lighting effects

to match your every different mood

and suit your every need.

Smart home automation solutions

offer you an intelligent way to

illuminate your daily life comfort and

convenience. Automated control on

lighting effects with smart light

sensors and motion sensors, offers

you a smart green lifestyle.
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Indoor Climate Control

Maintain your most desired indoor

humidity and temperature conditions by

using scheduler function or wisely

control with smart temperature and

humidity sensors. Create your ideal

home climate to enjoy real comfort.
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Shade Protection

Shades protect us from excessive sun

exposure, protect our privacy and create

a comfortable living environment. Motor

blinds and curtains automatically by using

smart light sensors, to lower the indoor

temperature and achieve energy saving.

Include different shading effects in

scenarios, experience real smart living.
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Seamless AV Experience

Advanced technology delivers seamless

smart audiovisual experience with a full

integration of multiple AV devices.

Effortlessly transform your living room to

your private home theatre with a fingertip.

Enable “Movie Mode” to close all curtains

and blinds, turn off ceiling lights, adjust

room temperature and start up your

audiovisual devices. Experience smart AV

enjoyment.
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Sensors Make a Difference

Sensors trigger certain lights, climate and shading effects, monitor and

control your home environment, indoor and outdoor, with a wide range

of smart sensors. Enjoy real comfort living with advanced technology.

Automated control with light sensors, switch on garden lights

intelligently. When you are back in the dark evening, motion sensors

trigger “Come Back Mode”, to switch on outdoor garden lights

automatically, brightening your way home. Adjust room temperature

and create your most desired indoor environment automatically

controlling by temperature and humidity sensors to match with your

personal lifestyle. Sensors turn off lights at unoccupied areas, to save

your energy consumption.
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Control Wherever You Are

Take full control of your smart home system, to monitor and control

lights, climate and shades on the CityGrow HomeNET2 App, at anytime

and anywhere, on any mobile device. The CityGrow App is user-friendly

designed and available for free download through the App Store and

Google Play Store.

Monitor the real-time status of multiple smart devices, set up various

scenes for easy control, switch off specific electrical appliances regularly

by scheduler function, or directly turn off the devices, all to be done

through the CityGrow HomeNET2 App. Smart control remotely no

matter where you are.
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The Ambience

Create and take control on the

ambience of your home. Set

up different scenarios and

manage through the smart

wall-mount switch control

plates or via the CityGrow

HomeNET2 App. Opt for your

most desired scene settings at

anytime, to immediately

create the right atmosphere

for your every special moment.

Simply switch to “Wine Mode”
by pressing the wall-mount
switch plate, curtains and
blinds close, all the room
lighting brightness dim down
to 50%, room temperature set
to 23 °C - Mid fan speed and
play your favourite music
softly, create the right mood to
suit your unique lifestyle.
Smartly create a sense of
romance at a glance.
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Voice Control

Now, you can use your voice to control your smart home automation system.

Forget to turn off the lights and air-conditioners in the living room when you

are already back to your bedroom? Just say it out, switch off specific lights

or enable “Night Mode” by voice command, to switch off all the lights and

air-conditioners in living room, dining room, kitchen, washrooms balcony,

rooftop, garden and stairs, except your bedroom. Live smart with smart

home system.
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Customize Your Switches

Highly flexible switches are specially designed to

suit your every single need and requirement.

Explore and express your creativity. Pick your

choices and color your everyday life.

Choose your desired colors to match your interior

design concepts. We offer personalized switch

control plates on color, frame material and graphic

engraving on backlit switch buttons. Make it special,

design your one and only switches to match your

special needs.
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